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installed it will help DvdCutter. Dvdcutter.com ELECTRIC SWINGS,
OHM’S LAW, AND AMPERAGE A recent discussion on the St. Louis-
based Web log that deals with the topic of starting a business-based
home business took me back to a conversation that I had with a friend
of mine almost 17 years ago. That friend was a self-taught
entrepreneur who made money selling refurbished refrigerators to
small apartment complexes and cooperatives in New Jersey. One day,
after hours of selling, he would take inventory home to sort through at
the end of the day. While crunching the numbers at the end of the
day, he would noticed that at times the accounting software was off by
as much as 10 percent. His wife would tell him it was a normal
amount of room for error. However, my friend suspected that the
accounting software was purposely off by the amount of money he
made in a particular sales day. He was right. Not only was he right
about the amount of his incorrect calculations, he was also correct
about the software not being accurate. It was his friend who had a
habit of turning his back on the computer screen to take a short break
for dinner while crunching numbers to decide his best day to move a
particular model fridge to a different city. As he did this, he’d turn his
back on the keys, thereby acting as a keylogger. This act allowed him
to capture the data entered by the user without that user realizing
what was taking place. He was not only the first to employ this
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method of acquiring keystrokes, he was also the first in his particular
business, and is not the first to employ this method of acquiring data.
He knew that there were certain programs on the market that would
let him capture specific keystrokes and turn them into code that
would be transferred to the part of the accounting software that was
not as accurate as he had expected. He then would turn the data into
a statement that indicated that the stock of the refrigerator had
moved as expected. My friend told me that he was so appalled by
what he had learned about the new technology that he decided that if
he could not run a business based on honesty, he would not run a
business at all. He stopped buying the product and started stealing
the product rather
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